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Separation gates with walkthru

201268 Separation fence square tube model with 1 entry (W=3000 mm)

201269 Separation fence suare model with 2 entry (L=4000 mm)

Turnable separation fence square tube model with entry

202050 Turnable separation fence square tube model with 2 entry (W=2500 mm)

Vertical moving separation fence

202035 Separation fence pull up with electric cable Free space H=4200 mm Walkthru W=6000 mm

201074 Pneumatic operated separation fence W=3000-3500 mm

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

Turnable separation fence square tube model with 2 entry (W=2500 mm) with one way gate 
model: Texas

202051

Separation fence square tube model with 1 entry (W=3000 mm) incl. one way gate: model double 
pipe - version left

Separation fence square tube model with 1 entry (W=3000 mm) incl. one way gate: model double 
pipe - version right

201266

201265

201267

201044 Separation fence square tube model with 1 entry (L=3000 mm) incl. one way gate: model Texas

201045

Separation fence square tube model with 2 entry (L=4000 mm) incl. one way gates: model  double 
pipe left and right

Separation fence square tube model with 2 entry (L=4000 mm) incl. one way gates: model Texas

DescriptionArt.nr.

202052
Turnable separation fence square tube model with 2 entry (W=2500 mm) with one way gate: 
model double pipe 1x - version left and 1x - version: right
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Fixed separation

201222 Fence 1½" - dim. H=700 mm L=1090 mm

201051 Fence 1½" - dim. H=700 mm L=1215 mm

201270 Fence 1½" - dim. H=700 mm L=2070 mm

201271 Fence 1½" - dim. H=700 mm L=2550 mm

201050 Fence 1½" - dim. H=700 mm L=950 mm

201146 Fence 1½" curved - dim. H=700 mm L=1250 mm

201053 Fence 1½" type vert. pipe L=3000 mm

201013 Fence 2" - type 1 middle hor. pipe dim. H=710 mm L=1000 mm

201263 Fence 2" - type 1 middle hor. pipe dim. H=710 mm L=1400 mm

201014 Fence 2" - type 1 middle hor. pipe dim. H=710 mm L=2070 mm

Fixed separation beef cattle

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

Fixed separation beef cattle H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=3000mm)

201933

Art.nr. Description

Fixed separation beef cattle H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=3250mm)

Fixed separation beef cattle H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=3500mm)

Fixed separation beef cattle H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=4000mm)

Fixed separation beef cattle H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=2700mm)

201932

202061

201934

202062
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Fixed separation cattle with drink opening

Extendable separation gates

Gates / Sorting fences

201077 Manual fence for cow entry

201048 Gate L=800-1250 mm

201049 Gate L=1250-1800 mm

201046 Sorting fence - L=1250-1800 mm

201047 Sorting fence - L=1900-2800 mm

One way gates

201038 One way gate: model double pipe - version: left

201017 One way gate: model double pipe - version: right

201075 One way gate: model Large Texas 

201007 One way gate: model Texas

201008 One way gate: model Texas with brackets 2" M10

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

Art.nr. Description

Extendable separation gate 3-5 mtr (3 hor. tubes 2" H=710 mm) complete with adjustable hinges 
and locking pen with wall plate

202041

Extendable separation gate 2-3,5 mtr (3 hor. tubes 2" H=710 mm) complete with adjustable hinges 
and locking pen with wall plate

202049

Fixed separation beef cattle with drink opening H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=4000mm)

Fixed separation beef cattle with drink opening H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=3250mm)

Fixed separation beef cattle with drink opening H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=3500mm)

201936
Fixed separation beef cattle with drink opening H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=3000mm)

Fixed separation beef cattle with drink opening H=1221mm                                                                                                               
(Beams c.t.c. 155 mm) Bottom and Top beam 2" vertical beams 1" (L=2700mm)

202057

201935

202056

201937
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Portals with different separation fences and one way gates

201003 Portal 2" - W=1000 mm

201006 Portal 2" - W=1000 mm with one way gate: model Texas

201076 Portal 2" - W=1000 mm with one way gate: model Texas incl. 2 Floor mounting (art.nr. 201064)

201005 Portal 2" - W=1077 mm 

201004 Portal 2" - W=1100 mm

201019 Portal 2" - W=1100 mm with separation door model: curved door left incl. cylinder

201018 Portal 2" - W=1100 mm with separation door model: curved door right incl. cylinder

201020 Portal 2" - W=1100 mm with separation door model: extendable door incl. cylinder

201002 Portal 2" - W=925 mm 

201021 Portal 2" - W=925 mm with texas doors incl. cylinder

201010 Portal 2" floating - W=1500-2100 mm

201015 Portal 2" floating - W=2350-2750 mm (Fence 1000 mm)

201011 Portal 2" floating - W=2550-3150 mm dubbele doorloop

201264 Portal 2" floating - W=2650-3150 mm (Fence 1400)

201016 Portal 2" floating - W=3420-3820 mm (Fence 2070)

201117 Portal 2" floating - W=4250 mm (Fence 1000 + Fence 1400 mm)

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

DescriptionArt.nr.

202053 Portal 2” floating - W=1500-2100 mm with one way gate: model Texas Walkthru=850mm

Portal 2” floating - W=2350-2750 mm with one way gate: model Texas                                             
(Fence 1000 mm) Walkthru=850mm

202054

202055
Portal 2” floating - W=2550-3150 mm with 2 one way gates: model Texas                                             
Double Walkthru=850mm each
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Mounting materials

201054 Mounting pole Ø2" - H=1200 mm

201055 Mounting pole Ø2" - H=1500 mm

201056 Mounting pole Ø2" - H=2000 mm

201052 Mounting pole Ø2½" - H=1500 mm

202040 Mounting pole Ø2½" - H=3000 mm

201057 Mounting plate 2-2½" for pen 

201114 Mounting plate 1¼-1½" for pen

201112 Montage plaat t.b.v. 1¼-1½" t.b.v. pen

201122 Mounting support for wall model: pipe Ø48,3 L=1200

201116 Mounting support for wall model: pipe Ø48,3 L=500

201125 Mounting support for wall model: angle L=200 mm

201124 Mounting support for wall model: plate for Ø48,3 (1½")

201261 Mounting support for wall model: plate for Ø60,3 (2")

201140 Floor mounting post for 2" pipe model: Duck foot Ø1½" L=500 mm

201058 Hot dip galvanised tube Ø1½" - L=6000 mm 

202039 Hot dip galvanised tube Ø2" - L=6000 mm 

Support

201093 Support wheel

201094 Support wheel and mounting post incl. mounting material for 1½" 

201095 Support wheel and mounting post

201092 Mounting post for support wheel

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

Art.nr. Description
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Hinge and Locking

202058 Wall locking plate for locking pen

202059 Locking pen for 710 mm fence (excl. T-clamps)

202060 Adjustable hinge M20 with mounting plate (a piece)

201096 Hinge set 1½" to convert fence to turn

201097 Hinge set 2" to convert fence to turn

202037 Hinge plate 2-2½" for hinge pen top slotted hole

202038 Locking hinge tube Ø40 model: fence 500 mm H=710 mm

Parts

201133 Bearing Ø20 for M12 L=63 material PE

201134 Bearing internal Ø20 material PA6

202045 Connection tube double vertical 2" for small entry

201119 Pen Ø19 L=412 mm

201132 Pen Ø19 L=710 mm

201262 Rubber stop Ø30 L=30

201129 Rubber stop Ø50

201120 Adapter plate 2" (60)

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

DescriptionArt.nr.
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Pneumatic

201135 5/2 pneumatic valve: 12VDC

201136 5/2 pneumatic valve: 24VAC

201121 5/2 pneumatic valve: 24VDC

201137 Pneumatic cylinder 40×400

201138 Pneumatic cylinder 50×500

201139 Emergency switch for compressed air release with 1 connection

201144 Emergency switch for compressed air release with 2 connections

201145 Emergency switch for compressed air release with 3 connections

Sensors

201143 Sensor Amplifier 

201141 Sensor Receiver

201142 Sensor Transmitter

Recognition

201130 Reflection plates

201115 Reflection plates incl. mounting material

201131 Mounting set for reflection plates

201113 Stainless steel ringantenna

201108 Mounting piece for stainless steel ringantenna on reflection plates

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

Art.nr. Description
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Separation units

Model: Texas

201022 Separation portal Texas - (W=925 mm L=1240 mm)

Model: 45°

201039 Separation gate 45° model: extendable door (L=1075 mm)

201040 Separation gate 45° model: extendable door with 2 side fences and extra portal (L=2380 mm)

201071 Separation gate 45° model: long door (L=1750)

Model: 45° with Texas

Model: curved door

201029 Separation gate model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight left] (L=1100 mm)

201030 Separation gate model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight right] (L=1100 mm)

201031 Separation gate model: curved door - version: 3 way (L=1100 mm)

201034 Separation gate model: curved door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal (L=2420 mm)

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201033

201841

201842

201843

201201

Separation gate model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=2420 mm)

Separation gate model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=3820 mm)

Separation gate model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=3820 mm)

Separation gate model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side fences and 
extra portal

Separation gate model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side fences and 
extra portal

Separation gate Texas and 45° model: extendable door with side fences and extra portal (L=3255 
mm)

201032
Separation gate model: curved door - version 2 way [straight left] with side fences and extra portal 
(L=2420 mm)

Art.nr.

201041

Description
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Separation units

Model: curved door with Texas

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3260 mm)

201037
Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal 
(L=3260 mm)

201035
Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=3260 mm)

201036

Art.nr.

Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=4660 mm)

Description

Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201851

Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201848

201849

201850
Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=4660 mm)
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Separation units

Model: extendable door

201023 Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight left] (L=1100 mm)

201024 Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight right] (L=1100 mm)

201025 Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 3 way (L=1100 mm)

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201027
Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=2420 mm)

Description

201028
Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal (L=2420 
mm)

201844
Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3820 mm)

201845
Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3820 mm)

201846
Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=3820 mm)

201847
Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=3820 mm)

Art.nr.

Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=2420 mm)

201026
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Separation units

Model: extendable door with Texas

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201060
Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3260 mm)

Art.nr. Description

201061
Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal 
(L=3260 mm)

201852
Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201853

201059
Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3260 mm)

201854
Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201855
Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)
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Separation units

Model: long door

201205 Separation gate model: long door - version: 2 way [straight left] (L=1750 mm)

201204 Separation gate model: long door - version: 2 way [straight right] (L=1750 mm)

201203 Separation gate model: long door - version: 3 way (L=1750 mm)

Model: long door with Texas

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201924
Separation gate model: long door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and extra portal 
(L=3055 mm)

Separation gate model: long door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal (L=3055 mm)

Separation gate model: long door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and extra portal 
(L=3055 mm)

201925

201206

Art.nr. Description

Separation gate Texas model: long door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=3910 mm)

Separation gate Texas model: long door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=3910 mm)

201928

201929

201202
Separation gate Texas model long door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal (L=3910 
mm)
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Separation units

Specials

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201858

201857

Art.nr. Description

201856
Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences and 
extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

202044

202042

202043
Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and 
extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and extra 
portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal small 
entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side fences 
and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side fences 
and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201859
Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side fences 
and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)
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Separation units

Specials

More ways to separate

Separation units are also available as 5 way separation, contact us for more options

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

202047
Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 2 way                             
[straight right] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

202048
Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 3 way                             
with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

Art.nr. Description

201860
Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 3 way                             
[straight left left] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 2 way                             
[straight left] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

202046

201861
Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 3 way                             
[straight right right] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201863
Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 4 way                             
[3 way + straight right] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201862
Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 4 way                             
[3 way + straight left] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)
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Separation units Mounting kits (DIY)

Model: Texas

201891 DIY - Separation portal Texas - (W=925 mm L=1240 mm)

Model: 45°

201864 DIY - Separation gate 45° model: extendable door (L=1075 mm)

201865 DIY - Separation gate 45° model: extendable door with 2 side fences and extra portal (L=2380 mm)

201866 DIY - Separation gate 45° model: long door (L=1750)

Model: 45° with Texas

Model: curved door

201867 DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight left] (L=1100 mm)

201869 DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight right] (L=1100 mm)

201871 DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 3 way (L=1100 mm)

201872 DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal (L=2420 mm)

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201898

201900
DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side fences 
and extra portal

201901
DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side fences 
and extra portal

DIY - Separation gate Texas and 45° model: extendable door with side fences and extra portal 
(L=3255 mm)

201868
DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version 2 way [straight left] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=2420 mm)

201870
DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=2420 mm)

DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3820 mm)

201899
DIY - Separation gate model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3820 mm)

Art.nr. Description

201883
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Separation units Mounting kits (DIY)

Model: curved door with Texas

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201887
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal 
(L=3260 mm)

201885
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3260 mm)

201886
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=3260 mm)

201908
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201909
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201907
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201906

Art.nr. Description
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Separation units Mounting kits (DIY)

Model: extendable door

201873 DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight left] (L=1100 mm)

201875 DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight right] (L=1100 mm)

201877 DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 3 way (L=1100 mm)

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=3820 mm)

201904
DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=3820 mm)

Art.nr.

201902
DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=3820 mm)

Description

201903

201905
DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=3820 mm)

201878
DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal 
(L=2420 mm)

201874
DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=2420 mm)

201876
DIY - Separation gate model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=2420 mm)
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Separation units Mounting kits (DIY)

Model: extendable door with Texas

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201911
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201912
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with 
side fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201913
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with 
side fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201890
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra 
portal (L=3260 mm)

201910
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=4660 mm)

201888
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences 
and extra portal (L=3260 mm)

201889
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: extendable door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side 
fences and extra portal (L=3260 mm)

Art.nr. Description
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Separation units Mounting kits (DIY)

Model: long door

201879 DIY - Separation gate model: long door - version: 2 way [straight left] (L=1750 mm)

201880 DIY - Separation gate model: long door - version: 2 way [straight right] (L=1750 mm)

201881 DIY - Separation gate model: long door - version: 3 way (L=1750 mm)

Model: long door with Texas

 

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201884
DIY - Separation gate Texas model long door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal 
(L=3910 mm)

Art.nr. Description

DIY - Separation gate Texas model: long door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3910 mm)

DIY - Separation gate Texas model: long door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and 
extra portal (L=3910 mm)

201930

201931

201882
DIY - Separation gate model: long door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal (L=3055 
mm)

201926
DIY - Separation gate model: long door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=3055 mm)

201927
DIY - Separation gate model: long door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences and extra 
portal (L=3055 mm)
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Separation units Mounting kits (DIY)

Specials

More ways to separate

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201916
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight left] with side 
fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201917
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 4 way [3 way + straight right] with side 
fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

Art.nr. Description

201894
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way with side fences and extra portal 
small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

201892
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight left] with side fences and 
extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

201893
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 2 way [straight right] with side fences 
and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

201914
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight left left] with side fences 
and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201915
DIY - Separation gate Texas model: curved door - version: 3 way [straight right right] with side 
fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)
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Separation units Mounting kits (DIY)

Specials

More ways to separate

Separation units are also available as 5 way separation, contact us for more options

© dlc All rights reserved Version: V2.0

201919
DIY - Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 3 way                             
[straight right right] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201920
DIY - Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 4 way                             
[3 way + straight left] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201921
DIY - Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 4 way                             
[3 way + straight right] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201918
DIY - Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 3 way                             
[straight left left] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=4740 mm)

201896
DIY - Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 2 way                             
[straight right] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

201897
DIY - Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 3 way                             
with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)

201895
DIY - Separation gate model: Galvanized interrupted Texas curved door - version: 2 way                             
[straight left] with side fences and extra portal small entry 800 mm (L=3340 mm)
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